
Writing skills – summarising task 
 

Key Knowledge and Skills:  
 …plan and revise written work for fluency and coherence; 

 …engage an audience through interested and varied language use; 

 …the conventions of spelling, punctuation and syntax of Standard Australian English. 

Learning Intention:  
To identify the major plot events in Jasper Jones to build familiarity with the text so that we can 
engage in fully in discussion and learning tasks. 
 

Success Criteria: 
If I chose the ‘Elevator Speech’ task, I can… 
 Write between 150 and 250 words 
 Identify the plot events that bring about change 
 Write fluently and cohesively 

If I chose to write a creative response, I can 
 Write between 150 and 250 words 
 Respond to one major plot event by writing it from a perspective other than Charlie’s. 
 Write fluently and cohesively 

 

Your Task: 
 
Choose either the elevator speech or the creative response  

 
Elevator Speech: 
Imagine you have a 2 minute ride in an elevator in which to re-tell the Jasper Jones plot. 
Your task is to write this very speech. You must write more than 150 words but no more 
than 250.  

 DO focus on recalling events and how they drive the narrative 

 DO NOT make thoughts and feelings your main focus 

 DO use the ‘The Lion King’ example provided to give you an understanding of what is 
required. 

Creative response: 

Imagine you are a character other than Charlie at a crucial time in the novel. 

 DO decide on one major plot event other than the opening scene.  

 DO choose a major plot event where Charlie is with another character. For example; 

Eliza reading the letter to Charlie (pp 341 – 342)  

 DO write your response, in your selected character’s voice, at the time of the event.  

 DO consider what this event (for example, sharing the letter) means for that person; 

how does it change them or their life? Base this on what you know of the story but 

you may have to imagine their thoughts and feelings. 

 


